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This is such a good topic here, could be a touch one too. So many have respnded so why not here is
what I think in the whole. Quite a few things.

I agree with Redd here, just becuase I like sandwiches... wait not becuase it probably is easier to
accept crits if you are surrounded by the "nice" first. Personally while its nice to hear good things
about your images, I would rather hear what I did wrong first more so than anything. It will only help
to improve your as an artist.

As well HM does cater to every crowd and every one can post and everyone has their interpretation
of artwork. If you don't like it I think the don't look rule should apply for you. But be fair and open first.
Take a looke you will get used to someones work. So we should disclude everyone. Which is one
thing that I think does make the site a "unique" site from others.

Third here I do agree with JR as well, where to begin the comments on bad work is hard. But I guess
if you can do even one thing as a helpful pointer and let someone know of where they should start it
would be better than nothing in the long run. Least you would make baby steps if nothing else than
unloading into someone with both guns. Just some quick thoughts here.

So as a basic rule for myself of sorts, usually if someone post the iamge with title I let the know by
commenting if I like something.

Someone specifically asks for crits I say let them have some tips of what is good or bad with the
image, no need to blow them up. Then someone who would ask to have their image ripped apart
could get the fully unloaded version. While images may not all be the best of images, I admit there
are quite a few of them no matter what they look like or don't look like, they have great ideas behind
them, can be funny, or amuzing, or give you or someone else inpiration for your own image, ect, ect.
So its all good. Well there are my two cents, and I am sure you still got change back after I am done.
:)
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